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lhanx & Stuff
EIIIM By: John Bowley
Owned lytThe Club Members
Clllllrmnn: Doug Webb

Conceived and Founded
By: Jeff Walker
Ill: October 1986

Developed and Expanded by: Steve
Williams, Clive Bellaby, Paul Dwerryhouse and
Philip DiRichleou.

Goes Io prim: 2(lth June 1998 (I hope)
Membership: 28 i

Hi one and all, welcome to another late tun packedmagazine which I hope you will all enioy, [have a fair
amount of articles built up/ but don’t let that stop you l want more. The more l’ve got the easier it becomes
putting together your magazine. Above you will have notice l've removed the copy date and replared it
with goes to print. This means that l need to have the magazine laid out by the 18th at the latest.

ll: Idle again
A load ot‘ things have been happening
in my private life of late which caused
me having to go down to London for a
few days. but hopefully things are now
slowly getting to back to normal.

Very sorry
I‘m very sorry to the members who
have been waiting for me to get back to
them. I‘ll be getting in roueh very soon
please be patient with me.

Please note
My email address has now changed
I’m now with Demon so my address is:

jebowleytrflwacci .demon .co.uk

PD orders
All requests for PD are to be sent to
Dave Stitson from now on and his
address is on page 30. 'Ii‘lanks

lt' you have any trouble with any of
your 1’1) that you got from WA(T(‘,I
then please return it the Dave Stitson
who will be only to pleased to send you
a replacement disc.

Convenlion updole
'l'o—datewe have only have 20 members
who want to go to this years
convention, regrettably il‘ we don’t get
another 40 members then the
convention will be cancelled.
Although we do have a financial

backer against any loss. we feel that all
the hard work that Angie has to do to
make the convention a success it just
wouldn't be worth it for 20 members‘
so please if vou want this years
convention to go ahead we need to
know NOW.
111:: final

convention will take place this year will
be made at the end of july.

decision whether the

Members inpoI
The most important about WA( 7(11 is

you. each run] everyone of you. You all

have a big part to play in keeping
WA(I(71 going because without any
support WA(‘.( I1 will just simply die.
What's needed now is more input' to

make sure WA( 7(31 has a bright future.
It could be a letter to Fair (Iomment
sharing something that they have
discovered. a problem that you need
help on or an article. (which are always-

na'dt'u').
this month simply because there wasn‘t

many entries and (Iarol feels that the

(larol has nor set a puzzle

members no longer want .1 Puzzle
page. (All orm‘mm/ing prI/m "17/ be
sent out .s'lnu‘th'.) 'l‘here as been no
support for the gossip page either and
for the same reason this as also been
dropped.

New dlscxlne for children
A new disc/inc has just been started up
but this time it is just for children. No
adults allowed. The disexine is called
(i1’(I which Children's
Private (Zlub to get your tree copy send
a 3“ or 3.5 disc with a 8A1". to:

stands for

Roy Jones
17 Beech Way
North Seaton
Ashington

Northumberland
NE63 9’1‘1)

Upgrade
I‘ve finally Lip-graded to Win‘JS and
I‘m now using Publisher 97 to layout
the pages. Seeya next month. jaifi
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Chips WiIh
Everylhing

Ratz gets to grips with building a RamRom and waves goodbye to loading misery..Rom software on the CPC
is not a new idea - i suspect that almost every person reading this has Protext et al hanging off their CPC
{those people who have Brunword....grrrrl) Why is it so popular? Fast access, few memory constraints,
and suchlike. Why has so little software ever been developed on rom? Because, from a programmer's
point ofView, it‘s a swine. Let me explain...

We all know that writing machine
code routines is a major hassle - for a
start, you have to learn the language,
debugging takes ages and the process
of"blowing" yourmasterpiece, testing,
then erasing the chip for another
attempt (typically 20 minutes) would
leave St Peter himself putting his life
savings into the sweat jar.

Since that nice Mr Fairhurst is

currently engaged in a machine code
tutorial series, I thought it would be
interesting to describe the construction
and use of a RamRom - a device
consisting of ram chips (which are
programmed or erased instantly) that
is connected to a romboard and
pretends that it's a tom.
As well as constructingthe unit itself

we also need some software, so over
the next few issues, I'll be describing
how we can write useful programs to

crtVMrt—oa mix-"3129 2w? umi can“ hm t if
’ Tu? (ah-.5- 10 mm x»,

’ or names Henna/1

Rama (1})

9m; l-—- a (“W")
9/0ch eccrwuw

put into the RamRom. That's going to
start in the next thrilling instalment, so
for your homework you should brush
up on RSX‘s (roms are just flashy
RSX'S) and if anyone has a copy of
CWI‘A July 1987 or AA issue 53 (I
think...) have a brief look at that too.

to? vatu
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If you don't have either, don't fret - all
will be revealed. Without further ado,
here's how to build the unit...

Confirm-“on
* Only attempt construction if you
are confident you can do it. If you're
not sure, contact me and I'll see what
I can sort out,
* Never solder anything to the
Cl’C/romboard whilst it's plugged
iii/switched on.
" I accept no responsibility for any
knaekered machines - every effort has
been made to ensure that the following
instructions are accurate. Firstly then,
parts. For this project, you need:

1. 2 x 6264 ram chips
2. l x 7414804 logic chip
3. 1 x 0.1 microfarad disc ceramic
capacitor
4. 1 x single pole double throw switch
5. About 50 cms of thin, stranded
interconnect wire. You should be able
to get all the bits from Maplin or your



w... in mm,-
namect- y nun”tum ;(

local electronics shop. The cost should
be about £10ish. The construction
phase is pretty straightforward, but
please remember the following :

* The pin numbers are worked out as
in figure I, running anticlockwise
from the bottom edge nearest the
notch.

" The pins have a "fat" section and a
"thin" section. To partially trim a pin
means to remove the thin section.
Likewise, to completely trim a pin
means to remove the fat section as it
leaves the chip body. Again, check the
diagram. When the chips are
piggybacked onto each other, partially
trimmed pins should not touch the pin
below.

* Chips are generally static sensitive —

make sure you "ground" yourself by
touching an earthed object (cg.
radiator, water pipe, earth pin) every
now and again and try not to rub
against carpets or tigers, since they
generate static electricity. Ok, I fibbed
about the tigers.

Slop I
Take the 74LSO4 chip and totally
remove pins I to 6 and 8 to II.
Partially trim pins 7 and 13. Bend the
remainder of pin 7 out to 90 degrees
or so. Now put this chip aside - it will
be the TOP chip.

Slop 2
Take the first ram chip - this will be the
MIDDLE chip. Partially trim back
pin 26. Put this chip aside. Now take
the other ram chip (you guessed it, this
will be the BO'ITOM chip) and
partially trim back pin 27.

Slop 3
Take the BOTTOM chip and place the
MIDDLE chip on top of it. Make sure
that pins 1 to 25 and 27 and 28 are in
physical contact with each other (you
may need to bend the pins in).

Bend out pin 27 of the BO’ITOM chip
so that when the unit is plugged into a
romboard pin 27 DOESNOT MAKE
CONTACTwith the socket Pin 27 of
theMIDDLE chip may well need to be
bent a little to ensure that it makes

insulation from the wire to cover legs).
It does not matter which way around
the capacitor is connected. See
diagram 2.

Tooling feeling 123
Doublecheck everything is as it should
be by comparing with the diagrams. In
particular, check that there is no
connection between pin 13, TOP and

pin 27, MIDDLE.

Similarly check that there is no
connection between pins 26 of the
MIDDLE and BOTTOM chips.

Now select a vacant slot in the
romboard and plug the ramrom in.
MAKE SURE that pin 27 of the
BOTTOM chip does not make contact
with the respective pin in the rom
socket.

Take the final wire from the switch and
solder to a point on the romboard

From To

Pin 7, TOP chip
Pin 13, TOP chip
Central pin of switch
Side pin ofswitch
Remaining pin

Pin 14, MIDDLE chip
Pin 26, BOTTOM chip
Pin 27, MIDDLE/BOTTOMchips
Pin 14, 101’ / Pin 28 MID/BOT
" leave this end free ‘

Suggested length

3 can/1.5 inches
I cm/0.5 inches
15 ems/6 inches
15 ems/6 inches
IS ems/6 inches

contact with pin 27 of the BOTTOM
chip. Now put a small amount of
solder into the joints between pins 1 to
25 and 27 and 28. See diagrams 2 and
3.

Step I
Take the TOP chip and place it on the
MIDDLE chip so that pins 12 and 14
of the TOP chip are in contact with
pins 26 and 28 of the MIDDLE chip.
Hint - you may need to use a spot of
super glue to hold the TOP chip down.
Now solder these 2 joints.

Slop 5
That's most of it done. Phew! All we
need to do now is us a few pieces of
wire to get everything connected.

Lastly, take the disc ceramic capacitor
and bend the legs so that it can be
soldered between pins 7 and 14 of the
TOP chip (hint - use some left-over

corresponding to pin 33 (WR) of the
expansion port (usually easiest to find
near the edge connector).

Double check everything again, then
switch on your CPC. It should come
on as normal, if not switch it ofi‘ again
pronto and check all connections etc.
Voila, a bouncing baby RamRom!

Right, that's enough to be getting on
with for now. See you next time when
we'll try out some rom software. In the
meantime, you can call on the number
below or by snail mail or e-mail.

2mg.
Simon Matthews, 3 New Ooppice, St
Johns, Woking, Surrey, GU21 IUS
(0973) 718706 (mob/voicemail)

sj.matthews@lhme.ac.uk
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PRINT ENHANCING THE PROTYPE WAY

Peter Rogerson
So why does this page look difi'erent. then? I'd better explain. It‘s about Protype. a print enhancer for

cheap 9-pin printers. so that's what it's been done on: Protype and Protext. a CFC 6128 and a Citizen 1200 9-
pin printer with an elderly ribbon. Oh. and I used Pro-Ext for the Headline.

They can snigger. can‘t they, those ant-heads surrounded by a wealth of Pentium nonsense, Millenium Bugs
and Lazar-jet printers complete with snany fonts and crisp output. And if the only vision they have of CPC

printed output is from an elderly 9-pin printer. then that sniggering can be quite easily understood.

We all feel a little bit humiliated, don‘t we? 0n the surface they seem right. The output from our
geriatric 9-pin printers is archaic, to say the least. and we’ve totally forgotten that one of the last CFC

products created by our lamented buddies at Amor was a little print enhancer called Protype. In fact we
probably do remember something about it. maybe we saw it advertised in the CPC press and marvelled then that
anything as crass as a print enhancer could produce documents as up-to—the-minute perfect from a machine as
limited as a nine—pin printer with a dodgy ribbon running off a CPC. But it can. and this little article's
meant to do two things: I. remind those of your who are long enough in the tooth to know all about Protype
what the program does and 2, introduce it to more recent members of the CPC club. 50 here goes.

To start with. in order to print a letter or a page using a print enhancer you’re going to need to set
aside time in which to do it. Your old Star or Citizen or Mannesmann nine-pin might happily churn out pages of
dotty draft in next to no time, but that dotty draft is what we‘re trying to escape from. And its going to
take that printer of yours the time | italicised just now.

Let’s look at some of the features supported by Protype. and in order to illustrate as much as I can I'm

going to actually use them. starting with the bulletlol.
0 There are three fonts resident in memory and these can be exchanged quite simply at any point in the text
(via an embedded command) with other fonts. There are seven on the Protype disc for starters.
O Italics. One of the poorer aspects of default 53-pin fonts is the italic set, and Protype put that right by
having a font totally dedicated to italics.
O The CONTROL-X of Protext is replaced by the f0 key - abit easier than the old double-press!
0 Just about every foreign accent is catered for as well as a goodly selection of other symbols - here's a
fragrant little nosegay of some of them. the more commonly required, (5. a, t] and so on, to less frequently
used little delights. like a, ©, 9. 0‘, b and so on. there's quite a lot of them.
0 Finally we can get away from the spaces that pad documents out in order to create right-justification.
Instead Protype uses proportional fonts (the i takes up less space than the m), keming (arranging letters
according to the characteristics of their neighbours) and set the whole lot off by then using proportional
spaces, so the whole thin 5 looks professional and not the work of an old nine-pin thingy.
0 You can even encircleé numbers or letters. put them in square boxesm but only with the smaller fonts
(here I’ve slipped to a small font. encircled the number and then slipped back to the larger font.
0 There’s provision for box graphics using the function keys. witness the line at the bottom of this article.

There are loads of other features. Side two of the disc, for instance, allows you to incorporate the
features of Protype in programs of your own without it installing Protext. But there is one limitation that
won't please our 84k owning chums who‘ve so far neglected in investing in a RAM pack: Protype uses the extra
64k of memory. three banks of 16k for the three fonts it holds in memory and the one remaining bank for
itself. In fact, it uses very little of the main 64k.

Right. To conclude. then. If you actually and desperately require modern, top-notch output from your old
9~pin printer then get hold of a copy of Protype It might just make you think again when you start wondering
about upgrading in order to produce documents with a decent appearance.
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Lennard. 1’(', Publishing, 1995 ISBN 178707756471 liull nl'
rt-ehniutl detail useful for programming, MIDI saltwarc. Well worth
reading if you want to liud out the details 0f l'lll‘ arms l have skated
( 1\'L'l’.

IIIIILE

status (read only) &F81i1".
control (write only)
dat
dat

300
310
320
330
340
400
410
420
430
440
450
500
510
520
525
530
540
545
550
560
570
575
580
590
600
605
610
615
620
630
635
640
645
650
660
665
670

lCHO
REST
EVER
WHIL
END

t=t-

READ
t=—a

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

I: MIDI interface porl addresses
RAM EMR DHCP
&1"8F2 &1581"10

‘ &l-‘8FZ &I‘81£li
&li'81'iF &FSF3 &F8El
&l"8l€D &l"81"3 &F8[-‘.l

a read (read only)
a write (write only)

LISTING I
UT,0:REM 1 for EMR, 2 for DHCP
ORE 500:t=1:GOSUB 400
Y 12 GOSUB 400
E t<>lOOzWEND

1:IF t>0 THEN RETURN
DItREAD a
WHILE a>=0: lSEND,a

a:WEND

EI :RETURN
$90,64,50,&9l,52,40,55,40,—4
590,64,0,64,50,—2
£90,64,0,&91,52,0,55,0
&9o,71,50,&91,52,40,55,4o,~4
&90,71,0,71,50,—2
s90,71,o,a91,52,o,55,o
&90,66,50,&91,50,40,57,40,m3
&90,66,0,67,50,—1
&90,67,0,66,50,—2
s90,66,o,&91,50,o,57,o
$90,64,50,&91,52,40,55,40,—6
£90,64,0,s91,52,0,55,0,55,45,—2
&90,71,7o,—2
s9o,71,o,&91,55,o
590,74,75,&91,54,50,57,50,—2
s90,74,o,&91,54,o,57,0
890,76,80/&91,52,55,&91,55,55,~4
&90,76,0,&91,52,0,&90,74,75,&91,52,60,—2
590,74,o,s91,52,o,55,0
$90,71,70,&91,55,65,62,65,—2
590,71,0,&91,55,0,62,0
&90,73,60,&91,57,65,64,70,~2
a90,73,o,69,50,&A1,57,50, &Al,64,65,—2
&9o,69,o,&91,57,o,64,o
a90,71,4o,&91,52,4o,s7,4o,«6
590,71,o,&91,52,o,67,o,—1oo

.Mczttflew (Phi/[2]”

'I'I'IE DIRECTORY
ComSofl

For produas like Protext, Utopia, Prospcll,
MicroDcsign+

contact Peter on telephone no. 0141 554 4735.
Credit Cards welcome.

II.E.C.
(Amislrud Repairs)
47-49 Railway Road, Leigh,

Lancashire WN7 4AA
'l‘elephone 01942 261866/672424

Quality repairs with most at standard charges.
Free technical support, advice and information on

all repairs carried out. A 10% discount is
available to WACCI.

Cryslulx Soflwure
11 Vicarage View, Redditch, Worcs B97 4RE

Stellar Outpost, excellent strategy
game.’l‘ape£2.50Disc £3.99

(Cheques payable to A Swinbourne)

Merline-Serve/KAD
Bryrnpton ( kittagc, Brunswick Road

Worthing,Sussex BN1 I 3NQ
Tel/Fax 01903 206739

1fyou can‘t get hold of a CPC item, then try us,
because we have probablygot what you want. the
latest (Latoltxiuc. KAD, a disc based PI) library
containingover 200 discs. For a catalrxiue send a

disc (3” or 3.5") and a SSAH.

Three Inch Drive Bolts
A] Howard. 65 Alter Way,Bcckenlmm,

Kent BR3 3RD
For the (IPC and 1’(IW.Flat fitting

with instructions.
Only £2.25 including PSCP.

AK'I'IV
The printer supplies specialist. Cheap but good
quality printer ribbons and cartridges. 'l‘ele: 0115
9308200 for details. Their address is AK'I‘IV,
Computer Products Ltd, Unit 1, Lyndal Court,

Manners Industrial Estate, Ikcston,
Derbyshire. DE7 SYA

WACCO
Brian Watson, “Harrowden”l 3‘) High Street,
Sutton<in the Isle, Ely, (lambs (2136 2RA.

Telc: 01353 777006. I’rotext for the CI?C,1’C
and Atari. Pipeline Tutorials,SBIT Magazine and

The IndependentEight Association
and more. Call for details.
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Amslracl Technical Magazine
Available Iron“ Roy Even", 2 Celdnalllwnl Avenue, Iralnlree, Essex,an 251

Telephone: 0 l316 3.4512

ll would seem that some European discmogs are being modified, But what's new from our own shores, is
anything new even possible anymore?

ATM?
I would appear that the way lorwatds
is not just to re-vainp old games, why
not revamp old technical articles too,
throw in a few new ones add a leisure
section, then do the obvious thing -

bung it on a disc and call it Amstrad
'l'echnical disc Magazine.> As strange
as that may sound it's out there, or at
least at the time of writing this review
i.. ue's 1&2 are out there at least. But
how did it line under the weight ofso

thatmany discmags have come
before?

RUN'ATM"
I have both issue's I and 2, so I can
judge from the worst time ofall for a
discmag onwards how the discmag is

likely to proceed in later issues. ATM
it has to be said, is a hit ofa mixed bag
in the first two issues, but as I've
stated the first releases are, a make or
break time for any disctnag. I've
decided to run the review around
issue#2 of ATM simply hee use it is

the most r ‘nt and therefore the
most relevant of the two at this stage
at least.
011 running A'I‘M the most eye

catching feature is the lack of features.
Having run many discmags in my
CPU years, I have come to know a
wide Variety of menu formats, some
excellent yet confusing, with their set-
up routines or overly fast cursor
actions. ATM simply gets on with it.

STOP, LOOK, LISTEN?
ATM lacks many features that not
only have I personally come to
appreciate but I have then also come
to want in a discmag. Having an avoid
left pupil means stark, garish intro's
not only cause great pain, but also
make me want to switch oll' and run
something else instead. This is a

shame in some respects, especially
seeing as one of the articles featured
within ATM actually mentions suttle
changes that not only should have
been installed into the
’I'ASWORI) etc, but it also asks why
not make these changes yourself to
back up copi . A'I‘M runs solely with
a WHI'I‘I‘Z paper and border option.
It's a shame really when all it would
have taken to allow the user to alter
the colours to suit their own ta. es.

LISTEN...
A'I'M ha.
found In most respects a lack ofmusic
to be :1 relief, Not that I don't like (TI’C

music, I love it and hope one day to

which I haveno music,

compile an audio cassette of my fav'
joints. No music no problems there,
you can't get annoyed listening to the
same three runes over and over again,
I did find the menu set-up sequence at
little too long in the tooth, oh it
works, but I prefer a much simpler
load the actual menu options - hit a

single key to run my choice there and
then routine. ATM display's a menu of

He in ansections that appear in the 1

index format, but then on say
choosing the articl‘ ‘ection you have
to go through the whole procedure
again of selecting an article from a
listing of IVIS from a SECOND
MI-‘INUL Ifthe problem was trying to
save disc space then surely a single
menu option not only saves space but
also runs faster?

BUT IS IT FUNNY?
We all have our own funny little
quirks in life, .VII‘IE, I like anything I

buy or ask for in the scene to be what
it says on the label or the front cover.
ATM, whilst it does meet a large
section of what it claims to be, a
'l‘I‘KlI-‘INICAI, magazine, it sadly has

likes of

an annoying habit ofinjecting, though
funny, somewhat out of place jokes
and or nasty insinuations at just the
wrong times. If humour is to be used
in any technical magazine then if not a
toned down humour, surely a separate
section for the jokes should be added?
In and around the jokes the technical
items so far from MY stand point were
both intriguing and well noted for
future reference.

IN BLACKAND WHITE
There is a printing option for those
among us who prefer to get text etc
onto paper, I believe there is an
optional screen dump too. I have to
state for the record that I IIAVHN I'

tried this section of ATM so I won't
even go into it at this time. The screen
display’s of actual technical drawings
are of an exceptional high quality.
clear, precise and easily understood in

seconds. Descriptions that accompany
the artwork is brief, but in no way
lacking in being a helpful asset. We
have all come to expect some form of
artwork to accompany any technical
review etc, but it is yet y rate a discmag
will go that far, well done and thanks
for that option Roy,

SOUND OFF 1.. 2.. 3?
After reading issue one of ATM I

found I DEFINI'I‘EIA’ WAN'I‘Iil) to
read is ue two, first impr sions and all

that being the main driver. I really
wanted to know if ATM two was
going to be the same or as I hoped,
and found, a much better release. Pity
about the crude jokes and insinuations
which ruins it I would like to see some
changes there but that's me for you.

Jontyflmey
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embers Spoilighi
Doug Webb

There is more to life than being a Chairman oi a computer club, to start with it helps if you are retired I

enjoy having plenty of spare time, don’t tell my wife Doreen that l said that. 1 am always being reminded
that there such tasks as decorating, gardening etc, etc!

IN SIGHT
My very first
computing occurred way back in 1944-
wlrilst I was in the Fleet Air Arm, I was
an Instrument Repairer and one ot'the
many items that I had to service and
Indeed tnaintain was something called
\ “I'orperlo Forglrr’which was titted

aircralt that could carry ‘1

inl't‘IMILILTit >11 to

into any
torpedo.
sighting a target vessel would enter

To use it, the pilot when

such dat; as the speed ol'the vessel. the
angle of approach. with
various other items of data.
data was computed into a signal that

together

when transposed into the gyroscopic
controls of the torpedo would when
the pilot decided to launch his torpedo
would (or should) collide with the
enemy target vessel with the desired
result. it‘s sinking.

Being of an nature and
never being permitted to take notes oli

any details of this instrument made me

inquisitive

become first a nuisance then an
interested student of the civilian expert
who’s task it was to ensure we could
se ice and maintain this beast of an
instrument.

Gone up in smoke
Never really thought anymore about
computing until about 1970 when the
company I worked {or installed a main
l'rame that led monitors
around the factory with production

C(IIIIPUTCI'

requirementstatistics, Initially this was
of minimal use to us production
people due to the data being at least
24ln's
slowly with the data becoming only 12

old. 'Iihings improved very

his old. 'l'hen the worst happened we
had a major fire, this caused the total
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This set of

destruction of the
portion of the plant.
managed to persuade the
manager‘nent to rebuild a

manulactur‘ing establishment.

rnarnrtacturing
l lowever \ve

USA
”Cu"

As one would expect being new and
USA this plant had
everything that was going .tt that time.
Computer 1TH HIIIUI’S \\'CI(‘ (VHF-\W‘VhCI'C‘

orientated

but with varying degrees of use so that
by now the data it displayed would be
very topical. At this time 1 was the
production planner and the monitor
that I had in my ollice became r1~ I

llicked a switch a 1’(I, albeit using 5 '/t
discs and a suite ol programs called
I.orus .S’ymplmny 2

I was able to develop my knowledge
and understanding ol'eornputing. ()ne
ol’rhe attributes ol'my monitor/PC“as
that 1 the
mainframe

had limited ac' s to
kUIUPlll’L'I'

lactual
requirements, adjust/amend as need be.
this then provided everyone who

where I could
install the production

required to know an extremely accurate
picture of needs against per‘tbrmance. I

enjoyed most of the job. but as we all

know there are moments ol'disbeliel in
what you are trying to do, but I never
gave in and at worst compromisedE.

And new
('urrently I have .\ 6128 plus with a

colour monitor with two ROM boards
connected containing l’r’otext (what
else), l’r‘ospell, 1’romerge Plus, DES.
Nirvana, Utopia and Parados, finally all

this connected to an Stylus
800+ printer. Not so very far away in

this was built

K011

the same room is my 1‘(Z,

for me by John Craven of Preston, the
specitieatror‘. being (Iyrix 686 166mm,

2.1 (lb hard drive, 32Mgb RAM. a six
speed (11) R( )M drive an internal
modem all coupled to an lapson Stylus
('olour printer.

software 1 have is'1'he very
compr'ehe site all based around the
MS Office l’rol ional suite of
programmes preinstalled by Iohn
(Iraven. 1 am sorry to say this but my
(1128 plus does tend to pale into
iusignitiuuree when compared against
my 1’(I. but I shall never discard the
(3128 it still ailiirds me a great deal 01'

pleasure mainly due to providing
members with their 1’1) Library
requirements. This latter function has
to a great extent almost faded away ‘

such is the obvious inroads that the 1’('
has made into the reign ol~ the (31"( T‘s.

llere might I s; that W/\(‘(‘Is
continued survival could be supported
by allowing the 1‘(i to be accepted
within the WACCI setrup, there are
many members who ha\e a 1’(I, and
there are many eximembe's who did
not renew their membership when
they bought a 1‘(7 and 1 am sure that
these could be persuaded
welcomed back into this lovely warm
and friendly society we all know as
WAL‘C].
My background is that I was born in

and

London just a stones throw from the
(Cricket ground where 1

supported Middlesex, Denis Compton
and the like. Understandably 1 also
supported Arsenal and as a young boy
thought that their plavt s were the
greatest, by the way Denis Compton
played for them also! 1 w. erving my
time a centre lathe turner when in
1943 1 interrupted this to join the

l ,or‘d’s



l-'leet Air Arm. upon my eventual do
mob I was fortunate enough to have
my time in the service accepted as the
completion of my earlier occupation.

This time onwards l was employed as a

turner. the business maitily concerned
with the manufacture of gears. the
company was eventually taken over by
the USA company called Eaton who
wished to establish their transmission
(gear hates} into ati established
transmi ion speci.- st biisine.
It was shortly after this that they then

purchased a similar concern at
Walkden near Bolton. at that time I

had moved into the Production
Engineering Dept and was seconded to
this fresh plant to assist in the change

.5.

over of their produce.
I suppose I must

successful for me to be offered the
have been

position of ’l'raining Officer which
after with my wife I

accepted. At that time ([967) my two
daughters were I4 and 11 so the move

discussion

only caused a slight problem with the
elder one finding the nevi l1(ml to be
at a v ’iance to what she had been
doing. She did in fact complete her
final ‘ rs schooling before going on
to Technical College. my youngest
daughter had in fact just completed her
junior schooling and was going to
change schools anyway. so she went
straight into (Ihorley Grammar school.
'l‘hey have now both long been

married, the eldest having two children
and the younger three children.

Doreen and I have been married for 47
years. I am in my 74“ year. reasonably
lit 1 don‘t do any heavy exercise just
plenty of walking. my w1fe Doreen is

three years younger than me is

remarkably well she the
computers in the house but never

flCCCPtS

really takes too much of an interest in
them. but is ve y aware of
WA(‘.(‘,I and of my intct sts as she
answers the telephone many times for
me. Apart from computers, my other

', crosswords.
avanning but

my

much

hobbies are photograph
walking. driving and c:

top of the pops enjoying
grandchildren. 'I'wo boys and three
girls the eldest l7 and the youngest ll)
with never a dull moment. they will

ring up to speak to Doreen or my.
about all manner of things. They have
often told me that Mum has stated go
and ask grandma/granddad they will
know!

So that‘s me. I hope that you all know
a little more about your current
chairman. a position I am
honoured to fulfil as it is something I
have always enjoyed doing. ()ne of my
own beliefs is that if I belong to and
enjoy being part of a pastime
organisation then I should be prepared
to put somethingback into it. So since
the war I have played cricket whilst
being secretary. I enjoyed small-bore
rifle shooting and being secret. y. At
this I was considered proficient enough
to represent the Middlesex B team a
number of times. 1 have also been
chairman of the Sports (5: Social club

\‘Cl'l’

coupled to the firm where we were
employed. So once again I am enjoying
and contributing, towards the existence
oftliis finc club ofours called WA(I( lI.
Looking forward to meeting many of

you all at this years Convention in

September.

GX4000 CONSOLE
How many of you out there are
lucky(?} enough to own a
GX4000? Out of those, how
many actually own one that
works.2 If you fit into both of these
categories, then this item may be
of interest to you...

A Surge Of Power
For those not lucky enough to own
one of the Anistrad l‘liis machines. a
(CH-000 is thc only way they can play
the excellent cartridge games that were
released for these machines.
Unlortunately the (“4000 power

supplies are not quite as robust as they
could be, A small surge from the
output of the power supply. to the
console. can be enough to blow it. A

warning. not to plug the supply into
the mains before connecting to the
console, was stuck on to the case.
almost as an afterthought by Amstrad.
If you have a plus monitor. then this is

not a problem. as the monitor provides

lf the power anyway. If you have not.
then the only solution is to find an
alternative supply. but the I IV supply
required by the (6X4000 is quite
unusual. and so difficult. if not
impossible, to find. However. a 12V

power supply will work with the
(iX4Ul)U. but I have not tested this for
continuous use. although it is doubtful
that it would cause any problems . s the
supply would be regulated inside the
console. If you would rather use the
original unit then a simple repair can
be carried out: -

I've blown il
‘l‘he problem lies with a fuse within the
power supply itself. However. this can
easily be replaced. To replace the fuse.

you will need: A medium size cross
head screw driver. A short length of
thick wire (coar hangrr). A drill. A

small drill bit. prelerahly slightly
thinner than the wire. A replacement
glass fuse.

Problem
'l'lie first problem is getting into the
power supply. Having forced one
apart. l discovered that beneath the
three circular indentations in the front
of the casing. there are three screws.
'l‘liese indentations are in fact plugs.
lay the power supply, with the three

mains pins facing upwards. on a sturdy
hard surface. or ideally in a vice.
(Zareliilly drill approximately 5mm
into the centre ofeach indentation.
Insert the wire itito the drill holes

and pull out the plugs. You may have
to bend the wire slightly to get a tight
lit. The plugs are about lllmm deep.
so do not drill too far or the screw
heads will be damaged Remove the
three screws from the casing. and
remove the back.

You will now see the fuse and holder.
Simply replace the fuse with one of the
same or similar iting. Glass fuses are
available li'om most electronics outlets.
such as Maplins and 'l‘andy. With the
new fuse in place. replace the three
screws and plugs. You should now
have a working power supply.

Dave Jimymn
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THE UK’5 ONL YMONTHLY MAGAZINE
ANDSUPPORTERSCLUB FOR THEAMSTRAD CPC

Help and advice on the following computers: 464, 464+, 664, 6128 and the ()128+

The club offers its members not only the best CPF maga/ine but also Public and Homegronn dislx Librar} is. a Book
Library and telephonehelp—line to help you get the most from your AmstradCPC WACCls vast PD Disc Library Is
also open to non-members For a free sample copy oflhc club mango/inc. send at 39p stamp lo

WACCI, 4 Lindsay Driver, Chorley, Lancashire. PR7 20L

Chairman: Doug Webb Tel: 01257 41142l Editor: John Bowley Tel: 01733 702l58

Dear Members,
When placing adverts into your local newspapers would you please also state
somewhere in the advert that we are a “Amstrad CPC Club ”. I’ve had calls from
some people who have seen these adverts and then enquiring about other Amstrad
computers. Thanks

Special limited offer, If you recommend anyone and they remain a member for
three months. 1 will then credit you with a extra month membership. .lnlm

WACCI SERVICES
1Frank l-rosl Ex-sofiware house discs ready
4 Rectory Close lbrmatted and labelled :9! 50 ea
Wootton, Ryde for 3” and 35p for J S" The

Isle ofWight minimum order is TWO discs
PO33 408 The A Ilermmw [firmware (hudt'
jTel (H983 882l97 um] (/D‘C now only £3. 99

'

PAST WACCI
l-‘rank Neatherway Ol-OJ‘ZI)
3 Globe (‘lose 40-42‘44‘464‘)
Rayleigh 52-02,65~69
Essex 70.72-73‘75-70
SSG 0H1, 80‘83‘88-08
Tel 01268 784742 OOxIZO

SUBSCRIPTION FORM (121)
UK I.\‘.\'ll(.’.\' (in [2.00 each (I2/0r [24)
If! ll€()l'l-.' Harm's (ii. [250 cue/7 ( I2]!” [2750/
()l 'lz'RSlz'xlS [rs-mix ’a} [2.50 each (I2fur [2 7. 50)

Name

Address

I’m/code

From imiw no la
'l'e/t'p/‘mne m1.
l:'—muI/:

Plume .vuml your cheque or I’m/u]
()n/ur IU.‘

W/M '( ‘I

07 l'irrmgmn, Bro/(rm, l’elerbumug/i
l ’lz'3 9XI‘

Suh‘st'rIplmn uu'lmlar niem/mrrhip.

WACCI will be back next month Juhn


